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Make it an

Organising the perfect function requires an experienced hand.
With a long history of organising celebrations, event planner
Kati Pauk understands the highs and lows of staging a simcha

O

rganising a great party is not rocket
science, but you do need to know what
you’re doing. Most importantly, you need
to know what works, what doesn’t and how to
ensure that each event stands out in some way
from the crowd.
No two events are the same. The look, the feel,
the vibe – they’re all ultimately dependent on the
people involved – and so my job is to
match up the personalities with the
right venue, caterer, DJ and all the
other pieces of the party puzzle.
The venue is critical, and sets the
tone for the event. Thereafter, we’re
guided by the Roman poet Juvenal
who, in order to keep the Roman
masses at bay, suggested we give
them ‘panem et circenses’ – literally
bread and circus – and, in our case,
food, drink and entertainment. If we
get all that right, we’ve got a party to
remember.

they offered earned them a straight 10. On the
day, they were awful. Not enough staff or food
and a front of house manager who was so
embarrassed by it all that he walked out halfway
through the gig. We salvaged the event overall,
but it was a disaster nonetheless.
Everyone knows someone who can
recommend a caterer. They used them once and

and know how to engage kids on the dance floor.
Let’s face it, at 12 or 13 years of age, the kids do
still need a little help and guidance in the art of
being cool on the dance floor!
I love my DJs as they all seem to enjoy their
parties as much as our guests. They teach
moves, demonstrate routines and spend time on
the dance floor with the guests. They are

THE VENUE
Once I’ve got to know my clients and
have an outline brief to play with,
I usually draw up a hit list of three or
four venues that fit the bill.
On one occasion, I had a client
who was really anxious about finding
the right venue and had already
looked into 15 or 20 options before
bringing me on board. After a long
chat, I was convinced I knew the
perfect place (a somewhat quirky
venue off the beaten track) and when
I took her to see it, her eyes lit up
and, with an “OMG why didn’t I
come to you sooner” expression, she
confirmed it there and then. That was
a great feeling – not just for me, but
for my client, who continued to
receive plaudits from her guests long
after the event. It’s not that we know
better what our clients want than
they do – it’s just that we know what’s
out there and available.
CATERING
Good and plentiful food is vital. Don’t take any
risks here – it’s the make or break element of any
party. It’s the most significant part of the budget
and, of course, it’s what the guests will be talking
about in the car park as they leave!
Before choosing a caterer, make sure they are
reputable and recognised within the industry.
Make sure you get personal recommendations.
Go and see them catering at another similar
function and get them to offer you a tasting.
I had one disaster many years ago with a
caterer brought in by my client and with whom
I had never worked. They came with glowing
references and were on the preferred supplier lists
of several high profile venues. I went to see them
in action and they were excellent and the tasting

they did a great job, but that doesn’t mean they
are going to do a great job every time. There is
nothing more impressive than watching a long
line of tuxedoed waiters in white gloves emerging
from the kitchen carrying trays of beautifully
presented food.
THE DISCO
The disco is often the key part of the
entertainment at many bar and batmitzvah
parties, so it needs to be good. A cheap DJ found
on Google probably won’t cut the mustard. You
need one who understands the dynamic of this
kind of celebration. They need to be in tune with
what kids are listening to, while appealing to all
three generations that are usually represented
in the room. They also need to be interactive

proactive on the mic and turn the whole activity
into a lot of fun.
As an event organiser, the enduring ‘takehome’ image I want of my event is of a packed
happy dance floor, with everyone clamouring for
more as the DJ bids his final goodnights.
I’ve also seen a DJ clear the dance floor and,
believe me, you don’t want that!
And for a final “hot disco tip”, remember one
more thing – once the disco starts, you don’t want
any distractions. Lose the magician, unplug the
photo booth and get everyone on the dance
floor. The rest will take care of itself.
THE OTHER ENTERTAINMENT
Additional entertainment (prior to the disco
starting) is always a good idea. The kids tend to

eat quickly and then get bored if there is nothing
for them to do. Springing a surprise on the
bar/batmitzvah child can work really well,
provided that they don’t mind the limelight. Then
there are all kinds of unusual activities or
gimmicks that can really help create a real wow
factor. Glow-in-the-dark candy floss, liquid
nitrogen sweets, a couple of numbers from actual
West End cast members of Chicago or
Mamma Mia… the possibilities are
endless.
One of our barmitzvah boys was a
huge Borat fan and he couldn’t
believe it when ‘our’ Borat turned up
unannounced and interviewed him,
causing endless hysteria from
everyone including the barmitzvah
boy himself.
THE DÉCOR
Some venues require very little by way
of décor. Others need a little
attention, but it’s amazing what one
can achieve in a tired old shul hall with
a bit of lighting, chair covers and table
decorations. Even after 15 years of
doing this, I’m still blown away by
some of the transformations we’ve
overseen – using just the three
elements listed above.
It’s all in the detail… and here’s one
detail that we overlooked on one
occasion. I sourced some fabulous
flower displays for the tables, with
each arrangement in a large sweetfilled vase. The sweets were quite
obviously purely for display. As the
event was a kosher affair, we had a
shomer in attendance, who spotted
the sweets – you know where we’re
going here, don’t you? Yup – the
sweets weren’t kosher and the vases
had to go! Hey ho - you live and you
learn….
From my point of view, the thing
that really turns a good party into a
great party is a running order that is
well structured, correctly paced, and
that flows seamlessly. However, live events, being
what they are, don’t always run exactly to plan.
WC Fields’ “never work with children or animals”
(or Jews!) comes to mind … as this incident
shows. We’d just managed to seat 200 plus
guests all bang on schedule, starters were plated
and on trays, the band was knocking out a bit of
pre-dinner Sinatra, when an elderly couple on
table two got up for a little dance. Before we
knew it, table three, four and five were all at it!
There went the carefully planned schedule, but
what a magical moment and what an absolute
pleasure to watch.
Oh, the joys of event planning…
• Kati Pauk of KP Events can be
contacted via www.kpevents.co.uk

